Partially Defined Constraints can be used to model the incomplete knowledge of a concept or a relation. Instead of only computing with the known part of the constraint, we propose to complete its definition by using Machine Learning techniques. Since constraints are actively used during solving for pruning domains, building a classifier for instances is not enough: we need a solver able to reduce variable domains. Our technique is composed of two steps: first we learn a classifier for each constraint projections and then we transform the classifiers into a propagator. The first contribution is a generic meta-technique for classifier improvement showing performances comparable to boosting. The second lies in the ability of using the learned concept in constraint-based decision or optimization problems. We presents results using Decision Trees and Artificial Neural Networks for constraint learning and propagation. It opens a new way of integrating Machine Learning in Decision Support Systems.
Introduction
A constraint is a relation with an active behavior. In Constraint Programming, relations are used to model decision or optimization problems. Its success relies on two aspects: first the model is high level, declarative and easy to understand and second, there exists a range of powerful techniques to find and optimize solutions. The key concept of Constraint Programming is that relations are actively used during search for enforcing a consistency. In the context of finite domains constraints, consistencies are used to reduce variable domains in order to limit the search effort. The more the domains get reduced, the less branches are explored in the search tree. It works so well that, while theoretically intractable, many problems become practically solvable.
But modeling with constraints is limited to relations which are completely known. It can happen that a model involves a constraint which is only partially known like for example if the constraint represents a concept we cannot, we do not know or we do not want to define in extension. Let us introduce some examples:
• It can be the a concept to be discovered like the set of solar systems inside astronomical data or the notion of "good" wine from a wine catalog; examples are provided by expert classification.
• It can be the result of a complex physical system for which exact equation may exist but are unknown, or are known but too difficult to solve, like interaction of molecules in drug design or the stability of an airplane; example are provided by simulation.
• It can be a preference between possibilities in a configuration problem; examples are provided by surveys.
• It can be the prediction of an habit like the usually free time slots in somebody's diary; examples are provided by time series.
It may also happen that the user does not know which constraint can be used to model the problem because of lack of knowledge in Constraint Programming, but on the other hand can easily express examples or counter-examples for it. In this paper, we propose to learn concepts as constraints. We call them partially defined constraints because they are only partially known by a set of positive and negative examples. One important presupposition is that the full extension of the constraint is not available. While the acquisition of such an object has been extensively studied in Machine Learning, no other work, to the authors' best knowledge, has considered to acquire the relation in such a way that constraint inference could be performed. Thus this paper deals with the induction of a relation using a representation suitable for constraint propagation and its transformation into an active constraint. With this transformation, partially defined constraints can be used as basic modeling primitives in constraint-based satisfaction or optimization problems. The first contribution is a generic meta-technique for classifier improvement. The constraint-based representation involves a decomposition of the relation in multiple parts according to some projections. Each part is learned with classical techniques and the relation is reconstructed by a vote mechanism. By reference to Constraint Programming and because they represent a kind of internal consistency of the relation, we call the resulting representation a Consistency Checking Classifier. It happens that classical techniques are improved by this decomposition and the resulting combination of decisions. The improvement provided by this technique is different and orthogonal to boosting 8 . Actually, both can be combined and the best results are obtained by using both techniques at the same time.
The second contribution is the transformation of a classifier into a propagator. We show that if the relation is acquired with the suggested constraint representation, the relation can be turned into a constraint. In order to do this, the classifiers are transformed into propagators which ensure the active behavior of the constraint. This allows to build new Machine Learning applications when partially defined constraints are included in Constraint-based decision support systems. Basically, a Constraint-based system routinely considers millions of alternatives and tries to find a satisfactory solution. Using a relation represented by a classifier inside such a system imposes first to generate an alternative and then to evaluate it with the classifier. This technique, known as "generate and test", is computationally very expensive. The purpose of an active constraint is to filter out wrong alternatives much earlier in the search process. The classifiers we learn are expressed by functions and we turn them into propagators by taking their extension to sets or intervals. This formal transformation does not involve any more learning technique, thus preserving the properties of the first part. Then the classifiers can be used with domains as input. We show that the consistency they enforce, while weaker than arc-consistency, is nevertheless interesting and yields a strong pruning along the search space.
Let us introduce a small but appealing example in which a partially defined constraint occurs naturally. Example 1.1. In a large company, the canteen serves a large number of meals a day. One day, the Chef is asked to prepare as first course a salad which should be good (to respect the company's high standards) but also the cheapest possible (because of the company's low profits last year). The Chef owns a cookbook composed of 53 recipes of salads he likes and has various ingredients such as tomatoes, mayonnaise, chicken. . . All are given with price and available quantity. A first idea would be to select from the cookbook the cheapest recipe possible given the available ingredients. But, since not all knowledge about salads is contained in the cookbook, the invention of a new salad is also an interesting option. The concept of "good salad" can be modeled as a partially defined constraint whose positive examples are good salads and negative are bad ones. The cookbook is then viewed as a set of examples for the partially defined constraint (for the sake of learning, we should also give examples of bad salads: we have added 281 negative examples). The optimal solution is very likely to be an invented salad.
Learning a concept as a constraint offers opportunities to tackle a number of problems difficult to solve in both fields taken separately. These problems are not classical examples found in Machine Learning or Constraint Programming literature but hybrid ones, which require reasoning with or within a concept:
• classification in presence of partially known or uncertain attributes. When applying a classifier on an example, it can happen that some attributes are known with uncertainty. This problem is partially solved by treating them as missing values. But while a missing value stands for any value of the domain of the attribute, the range of a partially known attribute can be much smaller. Then a better accuracy in the prediction is possible. For ex-ample, the mushroom database give attributes to recognize edible and toxic mushrooms. If a color-blind person wish to recognize a mushroom, it can happen that he/she cannot answer exactly to all questions, like distinguish between green and red, but does not confuse them with black and white. If the known attributes are sufficient to determine the category, like if there is no edible candidate in the sub-space determined by the possible values of the other attributes, a solver for the relation can give the answer without trying all possibilities. The same situation arises for example in medical diagnosis if some analysis are missing or if some data are subject to uncertainty. Note that it is different from building a classifier from uncertain or fuzzy data.
• generate all solution of a concept. While the number of solutions can still be too large to be practically computed, constraint propagation can help to get rid of large sub-space which contain no solution, thus focusing quicker the search towards areas where solutions are present. This task is intractable with a classifier since most databases have a large arity and domain size.
• complete partial solutions. A solver is able to complete a partially known example. For instance, in drug design, some characteristics of a molecule can be set, but some remain some unknown attributes. A solver is able to reduce the range of possible values of the remaining attribute so that the resulting molecule would not be toxic.
We first present a short introduction to constraint solving in general and to the tools we use to build consistency checking classifier and the transformation of a classifier into propagator. We then propose partially defined constraints in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of the learning technique and its experimental evaluation. In section 5, we present how to turn a classifier into propagator.
Constraint Programming in a Nutshell
Constraint Programming is the art of modeling and solving problems using relations called constraints hereafter. In this section, we try to give a short yet formal introduction to finite domain constraint solving useful to understand the approach of this contribution. However, research in Constraint Programming is very active and this presentation cannot pretend to cover all its aspects, even for finite domains. In particular, the notion of elementary reduction function introduced hereafter is not classical.
Classically, modeling with constraints consists in finding a description of a problem with a set of predefined relations. Some of them are basic constraints like X = Y or X+Y = Z. But the strength of Constraint Programming lies in the use of the so-called global constraints which are constraints of large arity having a dedicated efficient propagation algorithm. An example of n-ary global constraint is the wellknown all-different stating that a set of variables should take different values.
First, let us set the notations we use. Let V be a set of variables and D = A consistency can be modeled as the greatest fixpoint of a set of so-called propagators and is computed by a chaotic iteration 2 . For a constraint c, a propagator is a function which takes as input the domain of all variables of c but one, say X, and reduces the domain of variable X in such a way that no solution of c included in the current search state is lost 3 . It suppresses only values which do not occur in any solution of the constraint: these values have no support in the constraint. When iterating operators for constraints on different sets of variables, a classical cylindrification on V is applied: we consider that every operator f reducing variable X operates on S V in a way that it does not affect other variables, i.e.
In order to simplify the exposition and make more explicit the set of variables on which an operator ranges, we omit this extension in the remainder.
For a constraint c = (W, T ), a propagator is an operator f on S W having the following properties:
• correctness:
Correctness means that a solution tuple never gets rejected across the search space. Along with correctness, singleton completeness means that the operator is also a satisfiability test for a single tuple: Πs ∈ sol(c) ⇔ f (s) = s. When search begins, the initial search state s 0 is initialized to the entire set of values:
Let us now define some consistencies associated to a constraint c = (W, T ). The well-known arc-consistency operator ac c is defined by: 
Bound-consistency only enforces consistency for the bounds of the domain by shifting them up to the next consistent value in the suitable direction. Consistencies are partially ordered according to their pruning power and we A possible way to implement a propagator is to associate a boolean function f X=a to every value a ∈ D X . We call such a function an Elementary Reduction Function (or ERF). This function takes as input the current domain of all variables but X, i.e. s| W −X , and answers true if there is a support for X = a in c according to the current search state s and false otherwise. By applying ERFs associated to each value of the domain, we are able to reconstitute a propagator:
An ERF must be correct, which means that it does not suppress a value which has a support. But it can be incomplete, i.e. that an unsupported value may remain undetected if the condition verified by the ERF is too weak. Not all ERFs are easy to compute since finding a support in a n-ary constraint is NP-complete 5 . If we give each domain value an ERF but if we assume that this ERF takes as input only the bounds of the other variables' domains, we get a new intermediate consistency, we call ac − :
does not have the full power of arc-consistency since it make use of less input information but may reduce more than bound-consistency since not only the bounds can be reduced. In the same vein, another level of consistency called bc + is obtained when bounds can be reduced by a function taking as input all information available in the whole domain of the other variables: A propagator represents a relation but is different from a classifier in the sense that it also reduces the variables' domains. Their semantics only coincide on singleton domains. Classifiers implement satisfiability and propagators implement consistency. Therefore, in a solver, a constraint is fully represented by its set of propagators. A tuple belongs to the relation defined by the constraint if accepted by all propagators. On the other hand, a non-solution tuple is rejected at least by one propagator: the domain of one variable is reduced to the empty set.
Partially Defined Constraints
In classical Constraint Programming, all relations are completely known. The underlying Closed World Assumption (or CWA) states that what is not explicitly declared as true is false. Hence, for a constraint c = (W, T ), the complementary T is the set of tuples which do not belong to c. Alternatively, a constraint can be described by giving its forbidden tuples, with the same meaning. If we want to use a concept known by positive and negative examples as a constraint, we have to switch to a broader setting: From now on, learning a partially defined constraint exactly means learning an incompletely known relation. For a partially defined constraint c = (W, c + , c − ), the learning task is to find a complete relation compatible with the partial one. We call such a constraint c a closed extension of the partially defined constraint c: In general, many closed extensions can be considered, and let us introduce three of them:
• Brave a closed extension: c brave = (W, c + ). All unknown tuples are assumed to be false (Figure 1 (c) ) as in the classical Closed World Assumption. A solver generated according to this extension is brave because it will prune the search space as soon as possible. For a partially defined constraint, it may happen that the tuple was incorrectly classified as false, then "correctness" with respect to the semantics of the unknown constraint is lost and a non-monotonic restoration mechanism is needed, like in Dynamic CSPs 7 .
• Cautious a closed extension: c cautious = (W, c − ). All unknown tuples are assumed to be true (Figure 1 (b) ). A solver generated according to this extension is cautious in the sense that it will not prune the search space for any unknown tuple. Thus the consequence of a bad choice for this tuple will not compromise the correctness of a solution. The counterpart is that if the unknown part of the constraint is large, it will yield a weak pruning and the user will be provided many unwanted false solutions.
Algorithmic closed extension are obtained in this context by supervised classification 13 . The ratio between the number of correctly classified tuples and the number of presented tuples defines the error ratio of the generalization. In order for learning to be effective, we assume that the known part of the open constraint should be a Note that we choose the terminology of cautious and brave with respect to the solver and not to the constraint. Making all unknown tuples true can be considered as brave with respect to the constraint.
representative of the whole underlying constraint. Then, the representation of the classification function is searched in a space of possible functions called hypothesis space. A learning algorithm finds the best possible function in this space by optimizing some criterions, like correctness, accuracy, simplicity or generalization. . . Among classical data-structures for representing this kind of approximation are neural networks and decision trees.
Consistency Checking Classifiers
In this section, we show that the representation of constraints by ERFs can be used to build a classifier for a relation.
A meta-technique for learning
A classical learning technique for a relation consists in finding a classifier which answers true for a tuple which belongs to the relation and false otherwise. Inspired by the way constraints check their satisfiability in propagation-based solvers, we propose instead to learn the projections of the relation on the hyperplane orthogonal to a value of a variable. For a relation c = (W, T ), a variable X ∈ W and a value a ∈ D X , this projection is defined by
This operation is also called selection in databases. The arity of the projection is the arity of the original relation minus one. In a similar way, if we have a partially defined constraint c = (W, c + , c − ), its projection on the hyperplane orthogonal to X = a is defined by:
Example 4.2. Let us add {(0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 2)} as negative examples to the constraint defined in Example 2.1. We get c <X=0> = ({Y, Z},
Since the projection defines a new relation, we can use an arbitrary classifier to learn its satisfiability function. We call it an elementary classifier by analogy with ERFs. We build an elementary classifier for all values in the domain of all variables and we call this set a consistency checking classifier: Many other combinations could be envisaged 19 but combination of voting classifiers is beyond the goal of this paper. In the rest of this section, we only consider majority vote.
Underlying classifiers
In order to learn the projection relations, we propose to use two types of classifiers for our experiments: decision trees learnt with the C5.0 algorithm and multi-layer perceptrons (MLP). We shortly describe this classical settings.
A decision tree is a tree whose leaves are labeled with decisions and internal nodes with choices. When they are used for classification of a tuple, the tuple is carried through a path of choices and the decision read when it reaches a leaf corresponds to its presumed class. In order to generalize over training examples, different pruning techniques are implemented 13 . In this setting, only 0/1 decisions are used in order to know if there is a support in a given subspace or not (in general, leaves are labeled with the class of the example when there is more than two). We have used the See5.0 system 17 . This system implements the C5.0 algorithm, which is an evolution of C4.5 15 and also the technique of boosting 8 . Boosting consists in learning iteratively several decision trees, with an increasing over-ponderation of previously misclassified examples. When presenting a tuple for classification, each tree is asked and their results are combined, usually by majority vote.
Let T C be the set of unary constraints
We call them tree constraints. We actually consider their cylindrical extension to V and, for example, the constraint X > 1 represents the set of tuples {t ∈ D V | t| X > 1}. A decision tree is a 4-uple dt = (N , r, yes, no) where N ⊆ T C ∪ {0, 1} is the set of nodes, r ∈ N is the root node and yes, no : N → N give respectively the child of a node when the constraint is satisfied and when it is not. For a decision tree dt, let internal(dt) = N ∩ T C and leaves(dt) = N \internal(dt) be respectively the set of internal nodes and leaves of dt. The evaluation of a node n on a tuple t ∈ D V is given recursively by:
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• eval(n, t) = eval(no(n), t) if n ∈ internal(dt) and t ∈ sol(n) Several definitions have been given for Artificial Neural Networks and we have chosen the following one. For W ⊆ V , a neuron is a function n : R |W | → R computing the weighted sum of its inputs followed by a threshold sigmoid unit. A dummy input, set at 1, is added to tune the threshold. Let (ω X ) X∈W be the weights associated to each input variable and ω 0 be the adjustment weight for the dummy input. The function computed by a neuron taking as input t = (t X ) X∈W is:
, the classifier we build for X = a is a tree of neurons with one hidden layer as depicted in Figure 3 . Let (η i ) i∈I be the intermediary nodes and out be the output node. All neurons of the hidden layer have as input a value for each variable in W −X and are connected to the output node. Let us call n <X=a> the network which concerns X = a. Since neurons are continuous, we use an analog coding of the domains. Let D be a finite domain and < a total order on D (natural or arbitrary), then we can write D as {a 0 , . . . , a n } with ∀i ∈ [1..n], a i−1 < a i . According to this order, we can map D on [0..1] by coding a i by i/n. In a similar way, the output is in the interval [0..1] and we choose as convention that the value a should be removed from the domain of X if out ≤ 0.5. This threshold is the Fig. 3 . Structure of the ANN last level of the network depicted in Figure 3 . The networks are trained by the classical backpropagation algorithm 18 . The algorithm is stopped when all examples are correctly classified. This requirement comes from the need of correctness of constraint programming but may be adjusted according to the application and how noisy the training set is.
Experimental Results in Classification
The classification technique has been run on our salad example presented in introduction and the following training sets from the UCI Machine Learning repository b : mush: mushroom, cancer: breast-cancer-wisconsin, votes: house-votes-84, spam: spambase, hepat: hepatitis, crx: credit screening.
Continuous data are discretized: for a continuous variable X, all examples and counter-examples are sorted and grouped into intervals such that roughly the same number of examples is put in each interval. Hence the size of an interval is not constant. The threshold is set empirically to 50 in spambase, 15 in hepatitis and 70 in credit screening. Missing values during the learning phase are treated either natively by C5.0 or replaced by a random value for MLPs. If negative examples are missing for a value X = a, its classifier always answers true. If positive or both examples are missing, it always answers false. During classification, a random decision using the same distribution as for classes is drawn for a variable with a missing value. Like for boosting, the learning time is proportional to the learning time of the underlying technique, but applied here on a smaller set of data (typically less than a minute for decision trees in our benchmarks). Moreover, this time is more than recovered if solving with the learned partially defined constraint is taken into account.
To evaluate and compare the technique, we used a classical 10-fold crossvalidation. The database is cut into 10 parts and each method is tested with 9 parts for learning and 1 for validation. This process is repeated 10 times and each time, the validation part is changed. The same parts are used with each method. The whole process is repeated 3 times with different cut-outs of the database. A summary of the results is presented in Table 1 . The table is divided in 5 parts. Part 1 gives general informations on the database: Arity gives its arity, Size of DB its number of tuples, Type its type between symbolic (symb), continuous (cont) or mixed symbolic/continuous (mixed), Domain sz gives the range of domain sizes of the variables. Part 2 gives the average error ratio of the underlying techniques we used: multi-layer perceptron (MLP), C5.0 and C5.0 with boosting (C5.0b). Part 3 gives the same information for the consistency checking classifier on top of an underlying technique: CCC (MLP) (resp. CCC(C5.0), CCC(C5.0b)) denotes the CCC technique on top of multi-layer perceptrons (resp. C5.0 and C5.0 with boosting). Part 4 gives the standard deviation (SD) and part 5 the standard error (SE). We also give the number of neurons in the hidden layer of the multi-layer perceptron (# neurons in HL) and the number of classifiers we learn for each relation with the CCC technique (# classifiers). The number of neurons in the hidden layer is set empirically for each database. The number of elementary classifiers for CCC is the sum of the sizes of the variables domains.
The best result in classification is depicted in bold face. The first remark is that the CCC technique provides an improvement in classification comparable in performance to boosting, boosting being slightly better in average. But since both can be used at the same time, it appears that using CCC on top of one of the classification method is able to outperform its underlying technique. Standard deviation and error are not different from those obtained with the underlying technique.
From Classifiers to Solvers
The second contribution of this paper consists in extending learning technique to problem solving. In order to do this, we propose to transform a consistency-checking classifier into a propagator. Then, a learned concept can be used for problem solving. While a classifier gives an answer for a single tuple, a propagator gives an answer for a Cartesian product. Since a propagator should never reject a solution, its answer should be false only if the absence of solution in the search space is proved. If there is a solution or if the absence of solution cannot be ensured (a full computation would be too expensive), then the answer has to be true. Note that missing a reduction has no consequence on the completeness of the general algorithm because it simply means that more branches have to be explored by the search algorithm. In the case of partially defined constraints, correction is relative to the learned closed extension of the partial constraint. As usual in this type of problems, learning has to be effective and meaningful for the constraint to be used successfully in a problem. Because of the independent schedule of propagators 3 , the learned relation is the one obtained in veto mode. It yields that the concept is more centered on positive examples, which may be an advantage in optimization problems.
Let assume that a partially defined constraint c is acquired by a CCC, i.e. that each value of the domain of each variable owns an elementary classifier. In order to build a propagator, we should transform each elementary classifier into an elementary reduction function. Let cl <X=a> be the classifier which concerns X = a and s be a search state. The problem is now to find whether there is a tuple t such that t| X = a accepted by the partially defined constraint in the sub-space s| W −X .
The simplest way to know if there is a solution in such a search space is to apply the elementary classifier on each tuple and combine all results with a disjunction. Unfortunately, this solution is computationally intractable for reasonable constraint arity or domain size. Another idea could be to first generate off-line the solutions of the closed extension of the constraint and use them for solving with a standard but efficient arc-consistency propagation algorithm like GAC-schema 6 . Unfortunately again, this method suffers from two major drawbacks. First the generation time is prohibitive. For example, 3 hours of "generate and test" computation on the mushroom database could hardly produce 76835 solutions out of 1.5 10 7 tries before time-out. A second problem comes from the exponential representation size of the relation. The closed extension of the 22-ary constraint mushroom contains more than 4E6 solutions and would thus need more than 88 Mb of memory to be stored. And still, even by using our propagation techniques, we did not exhaust the search space. In contrast, the representation we have is rather economic. For a constraint of arity n and neural networks as underlying classifiers, if we assume that the hidden layer contains m neurons and the size of the domains is d, it requires n(n+1)dm+1 floats (10 bytes) to store the weights. For the salad constraint (n = 22, m = 3, d = 4), we get a size of 60Kb, for mushroom (n = 22, m = 3, d = 12), the size is 180 Kb.
Since actually covering the whole Cartesian product for propagation is impossible, the intuition of the method is to cover it virtually. In order to do this, we have to find a cheap sufficient condition to ensure that a sub-space does not contain any solution. The case of decision trees and multi-layer perceptrons is handled by two variants of the same theory, called extension to sets and to intervals.
Extension to Sets and Decision Trees
We first introduce the intuition on an example using decision trees:
Example 5.1. Consider the decision tree depicted in Figure 4 and assume that it is associated to the value X = 1. The domain of the other variables are (Y → {0, 1, 2, 3}, Z → {0, 1}, T → {2, 3}). In order to know if there is a solution in this space, we evaluate the decision tree not for a single tuple but for a search space. We start from node Y > 0 and evaluate the condition needed to visit the children nodes. The domain of Y is {0, 1, 2, 3}, hence the tree constraint Y > 0 is true for some elements of the search space and false for some others. Hence we need to follow both branches and take the disjunction of the evaluation for the children nodes. Node yes( Y > 0) is 0, thus the answer will be the result of the evaluation of no (Y > 0). Again, evaluation of Z = 1 forces us to follow both branches and the result is given by 0 or the result of the evaluation of the node yes (Z = 1). But the evaluation of T < 1 is false for all possible value of T . Hence the answer is 0. The answer of the classifier is the answer taken at the root of the decision tree. It yields that value 1 should be suppressed from X's domain.
The transformation of a function from set to powerset is known as extension to sets 20 . The case of decision trees is particularly interesting since it allows a fast computation of this extension. This is not the case for arithmetic functions, but they can be given a less precise extension called extension to intervals 14, 9 and presented hereafter. First, all functions have extensions to sets:
Between all extensions to sets of f is the smallest one, called canonical extension to sets:
The canonical extension is monotonic. Let F be a set of function symbols and let T (F, V ) be the term algebra generated by F and the set of variables V . Let σ be an interpretation in which a n-ary function symbol is interpreted by a function E n → E, let Σ be an interpretation in which a n-ary function symbol is interpreted by a monotonic function (P(E)) n → P(E) and such that ∀f ∈ F, f Σ is a set extension of f σ .
The representation of a function as a decision tree gives us an opportunity to evaluate its extension to sets. Let dt = (N , r, yes, no) be a decision tree which represents a boolean function and let s be a search state. For a node n ∈ N , we define:
Then we can define an extension of the function eval dt (t) given in definition 4.2 to sets: Definition 5.2. The evaluation Eval dt (s) of a decision tree dt with root r on a search state s is given by Eval(r, s) .
Because the allowed tree constraints are very restricted, checking if a search state fulfills the condition of a constraint is very easy and can be checked in constant time:
• X = a is true if s x = {a} and false if a ∈ s X .
• X = a is true if a ∈ s X and false if s x = {a}.
• X < a is true if max(s X ) < a and false if min(s X ) ≥ a
The other cases for the other tree constraints are straightforwardly deduced. Note that if none of the conditions are verified, then both branches have to be explored. The following proposition states that the computed extension of a decision tree is its canonical extension to sets: Proof. Let us first prove that Eval dt is an extension of eval dt . Let t ∈ Πs be a tuple of the search state and let c be the constraint defined by the decision tree dt. If t ∈ sol(c), then there exists a path from the root to a leaf labeled by 1 for which each tree constraint is satisfied by this tuple. We need to prove that 1 ∈ Eval dt (s). This is true if this branch of the tree is also followed in the computation of Eval, which is true by the properties of the tree constraints.
In order to prove that this is the smallest extension, let assume that there exists an extension E of eval dt such that E ⊂ Eval dt . Then there exists a search state s such that E(s) ⊂ Eval dt (s). By construction of decision trees, because every tuple is mapped either on 0 or to 1, the result of any extension of eval dt cannot be empty, for any search state s. If we suppose that E(s) = {0} while Eval dt (s) = {0, 1}, then there is a branch b leading to 1 which has been followed by Eval dt (s) and not by E(s). Hence for some tree constraint n, Eval(n, s) and E(n, s) do not agree. In this case, Eval(n, s) is evaluated recursively according its two children and E(n, s) only asks one. Assume that E(n, s) = E(no(n), s) (proof is symetrical for the other case). Let t be a tuple such that all answers to constraints along b are given according to Eval dt (s). If n = "X = a", then t X = a but E(n, s) assumes that a ∈ s X . On the other side, Eval(n, s) assumes that none of the properties s x = {a} and a ∈ s X are holding, which is a contradiction. A similar contradiction can be found for the other tree constraints and if we suppose that E(s) = {1} and Eval dt (s) = {0, 1}. Proof. Monotonicity comes from monotonicity of the canonical extension, contractance comes from intersection and correction and singleton completeness by the definition of the operator.
Note that the operator which results of the combination of elementary reduction functions defined by the extension of a classifier corresponds intrinsically to what is called vote with veto in Subsection 4.1. While the canonical extension to set can be computed for each decision tree, we cannot obtain arc-consistency because the constraint is obtained when all operator agree and we cannot ensure by this construction that all operators represent the same constraint.
Extension to Intervals and Neural Networks
A similar operation can be done for ANNs but with the extension to intervals. We call Int R the interval lattice built on the set R of real numbers. Interval extensions are a special case of set extensions:
The counterpart of the canonical extension to sets is the canonical extension to intervals defined by f (A) = [{f (x) | x ∈ A}]. There also exists the smallest estension to intervals of f , called canonical extension to intervals:
Again, the canonical extension to intervals is monotonic. Here are the canonical extensions to intervals of the operators used in perceptrons:
Division is not a problem in our setting since none of the intervals we use contains 0 (see the sigmoid denominator). In Proposition 5.1, if we assume that Σ interprets function symbols by a monotonic interval extension, then it holds that ∀I ∈ Int R , ∀x ∈ I, e(x) ∈ E(I). In Interval Analysis, Proposition 5.1 is called the "Fundamental Theorem of Interval Arithmetics" 14 . It also holds when domains are replaced by cartesian products of intervals. By taking the canonical extension of all basic operators in an expression e and combining them, we do not always obtain an extension E which is canonical. This is because multiplication is only sub-distributive (i.e. A × (B + C) ⊆ (A × B) + (A × C)). We instead call it the natural extension. The natural extension can be much less precise than the canonical extension. It happens when multiple instances of the same variable are multiplied in the same expression.
The multi-layer perceptron n <X=a> defines naturally a boolean function of its input variables. Let N <X=a> be its natural interval extension, defined by taking the canonical extension of each basic operator +, −, ×, /, exp. Then, by using as input the current domain of the variables, we can obtain a range for its output. In order to do this, we first compute the interval range of every neuron of the hidden layer. Weights can be either positive or negative and they determine which bound of the interval of the variable is to be propagated in order to compute the minimum and maximum bound of the hidden layer neuron. In Figure 5 , the extension to intervals of a very simple neuron is depicted. For example, the minimum bound of the hidden neuron is computed using the minimum of X 1 because its weight is positive and the maximum of X 2 because its weight is negative. Then we use these intermediary results to feed the output neuron and compute its domain. Since we put a 0. threshold after the output neuron, we can reject the value a for X if the maximum of the output range is less than 0.5, which means that all tuples are rejected in the current domain intervals. Otherwise, the value remains in the domain.
The obtained extension is the natural extension of the function defined by the neuron, but this one does not coincides with the canonical extension like with Decision Trees. This is simply because the interval value of each neuron is computed using every variable and the output neuron involves a multiplication of all these values.
Similarly to the decision tree case, if c = (W, T ) is a constraint defined by a Consistency Checking Classifier built with ANNs. Let n <X=a> be the elementary classifier associated to the relation c <X=a> and let N <X=a> be its extension to intervals. The propagator can be obtained by: Proof. The proof is the same as for Theorem 5.1.
Experimental Results in Propagation
We have also experimented the resulting consistencies. We have made two series of experiments:
• we have compared the power of the learned consistency with respect to the other more classical consistencies.
• we have solved a few optimization problems involving an open constraints and measured their resolution time.
The first series of measures consists in a statistical evaluation of the reductions made by the learned classifier. Indeed, it could happen that the learned propagators, while defining the constraint on singletonic states, do not reduce bigger search states. In this case, they could behave more or less like the classifiers they extend. But experiments show that this is not the case.
An experiment is made by trying a set of 1000 reductions starting from a random sampling of search states containing in average n tuples. Since the learned constraint is defined only by our learned propagators, we use them to first compute all solutions in the given search space. Then we use these solutions to compute exactly what bc, bc + , ac − and ac would have reduced if they were available. And we compare the result to the application of the learned operator. Of course, all these consistencies could not be computed this way in a real problem but this experiment allows to rank the respective strength of consistencies on average. The measures have been made with all databases used for classification in Section 4 and since all results are similar, we only present a selection of them. In Figures 6 and 7 , the solid line represents the size of the search state with no reduction, the dashed line the size of the search space and the other lines the same information for the more classical consistencies.
The second set of experiments consists in solving the optimization problem given in Example 1.1. We have compared the time needed to find the optimal solution using branch and bound for three techniques:
• Learned classifier: during search, the constraint is not used for pruning domains but instead, when a full tuple is reached, the CCC is launched and answers if the tuple belongs to the constraint or not. This would be the only possible technique if the classifier had not been transformed into a solver.
• AC3: in order to compare with AC3, we have first generated all solutions of the constraint using the learned operator. Then the classical AC3 algorithm 12 is run on the table. Note that for salad, the table we used is composed of 68880 solutions when generated by ANNs and 2084 when generated by decision trees. It is normal to obtain different extension using two learning methods, and even two runs of ANNs with a different initialization provide slightly different results. Another point is that this table could not have been generated by the classifier itself for it would need to sweep all the Cartesian product of the variables domains. Some constraints are defined by a larger table and for some other, like mushroom, the table is so large that we could not generate it in a reasonable amount of time (3 hours).
• Learned operator: during search, the operator is used to prune the search space. The partially defined constraint is then used as if it was a classical constraint.
The ingredients of salad are: lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, carrot, cheese, corn, tuna, chicken, red pepper, eggs, onion, garlic, mayonnaise, vinegar, oil, cream, rice, ham, pineapple, potatoes, croutons and green olives, all quantities are thoses required for 2 to 4 persons. Each ingredient has been given a price and the optimiza-tion criterion is the least price of the salad. We have tried a range of problems which differ from their additional constraints:
(1) Chicken salad: the CSP impose that there should be some chicken in the salad.
• DT. Solution: 1 chicken breast, 2 carrots, 1/2 onion, mayonnaise.
-Time with classifiers: 13560s (3h46m).
-Time with AC3: 0.104s.
-Time with ERF(DT): 0.021s.
• ANN. Solution: 1 tomato, cheese, 1 chicken breast, 1 onion, mayonnaise, croutons.
-Time with classifiers: 3863s (1h04m23s).
-Time with AC3: 4.2s.
-Time with ERF(ANN): 0.68s.
(2) Eggs and Potatoes salad:
• DT. Solution: 1/2 cucumber, 50g of corn, 2 eggs, 1 onion, 100g of potatoes, mayonnaise.
-Time with classifiers: 7860s (2h11m).
-Time with AC3: 0.108s.
-Time with ERF(DT): 0.011s.
• ANN. Solution: 1/2 cucumber, 50g of corn, 2 eggs, 1 onion, 100g of potatoes, mayonnaise.
-Time with classifiers: 10683s (2h58m03s).
-Time with AC3: 4.42s.
-Time with ERF(ANN): 0.12s.
(3) Salad without mayonnaise but with vinegar:
• DT. Solution: 3 tomatoes, 100g of corn, 1/2 onion, vinegar, oil.
-Time with classifiers: 12120s (3h22m).
-Time with AC3: 0.116s.
-Time with ERF(DT): 0.013s.
• ANN. 100g lettuce, 1 onion, vinegar, oil.
-Time with classifiers: 13322s (3h42m02s).
-Time with AC3: 6.83s.
-Time with ERF(ANN): 0.82s.
From the results, it is clear that if we want to solve a decision or optimization problem, then using a classifier is definitely not an option. When the full constraint is representable as a table which fits in memory, then powerful constraint propagation with AC3 is possible, even if their efficiency is clearly dependent of the size of the table (the table is much smaller in the extension computed by decision trees than by ANNs, which results in a faster computation). But many partially defined constraints are not tractably possible to enumerate as a table. Only the proposed solution of transforming a classifier into a propagator yields consistent results, improving by around 10 to 30 times on AC3 and by orders of magnitude over only classifiers. Also, it is interesting to note that recipes are consistent and roughly the same result emerges from decision trees and ANN-based learning (even they are the same in the second experiment).
Conclusion
Related work in constraint acquisition does not provide any technique for learning a constraint and building its propagator at the same time: either they allow to learn a constraint 16 or to build propagators 4,1,10 but not both at the same time. The same holds for the work in Inductive Logic Programming 11 since Prolog evaluation implements generate and test. On the other hand the logic program representation is even more concise than ours.
In this paper, we propose a generic meta-technique for learning a relation and a way to use Machine Learning techniques in decision or optimization problems. The first involves a decomposition of the relation in projections and improves the performances in classification. The second consists in the transformation of the classifier into a constraint propagator, which allows to use the classifier on sub-spaces instead of only tuples. We hope this work will foster cross-fertilization between these two fields.
